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Introduction. This is a continuation of the previous work of the author's
[7] on a finitely generated, two-dimensional, regular subring contained in a
polynomial ring. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero,
which we fix as the ground field throughout this article. Let -X"=Spec(^4) be
a nonsingular affine surface defined over k. An Al-fibraton on X over a curve Y
is a surjective morphism p: X-+Y from X to a nonsingular curve Y whose
general fibers are isomorphic to the affine line A\. It is known that every fiber
of p is supported by a disjoint union of irreducible components, each of which
is isomorphic to A\ (cf. [7]). Let F=p*(P) be a fiber of p lying over a point
P of Y, and write F—2* niCi> where C, is isomorphic to A\ and wf >0 for every
ί = l
i. We say that F is a singular fiber υf the first kind (resp. the second kind) if s^2
and n~\ for some i (resp. n^2 for every i). We also say that F is a multiple
fiber of multiplicity μ if μ,: — G.C.D. (nly •••, ns)>l.
Let R:=k[ul9 •••, ur] be a polynomial ring of dimension r over &, and let
A be a finitely generated, two-dimensional, regular Λ-subalgebra of R. Let
JΪ": = Spec(^4), which is a nonsingular affine rational surface. We know that the
group A* of invertible elements of A coincides with k*:=k—(0), that X has
logarithmic Kodaira dimension τc(X)—— oo, and that A is isomorphic to a poly-
nomial ring of dimension 2 over k provided A is a unique factorization domain
(cf. [7]). The condition that ϊc(X)= — o° implies that there exists an ^-fibra-
tion p: X-+Y over a nonsingular curve Y (cf. Miyanishi-Sugie [8], Fujita [2]).
In the present case, since X is dominated by the affine r-space Ark=Spec(R), Y
is isomorphic to A\ or the projective line P*.
The purpose of this paper is to study the converse: When is a nonsingular
affine surface X with an ^-fibration p over A\ or Pi dominated by Al (r^2)?
If X=Sptc(A) has an ^-fibration over Al, we can give the following criterion
(Theorem 3.3):
X is dominated by At, that is, A is contained in jR as a A-subalgebra, if and
only if p has at most one singular fiber of the second kind.
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This is done by solving a Diophantine equation in k[ul9 » ,wr] (Theorem 1.2).
Meanwhile, if X=Spcc(A) has an ^-fibration over P%, the situation becomes
very much complicated. Namely, in order to discuss the embeddability of A
into k[ul9 •••-, ur] in full generality, we have to know what the solutions of the
following Diophantine equation in k[ul9 •••, ur] look like:
*fi ... *ί/+yji - yfr+Zll - *J = 0 ,
where fl, ^ 2, έy^2, £s^2 for every index i ( l < Z i < Z l ) , j (l^j^m), s (l^s^ri).
We only give partial answers to the embeddability problem in terms of multiple
fibers of p, which are stated as follows:
(1) Assume that A is contained in R as a Λ-subalgebra. Then the fibration
p has at most three multiple fibers. If p has three multiple fibers, their multi-
plicities {μ
ί9 μ2, μ,3} are given, up to permutation, by one of the following triplets:
{2, 2, n} (n^2),{2, 3, 3}, {2, 3, 4} and {2, 3, 5} (cf. Theorem 3.5).
(2) Assume, conversely, that p satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) p has no singular fibers of the second kind except at most three multiple
fibers, each of which is supported by a single irreducible component;
(ii) if p has three multiple fibers, the set of multiplicities {μl9 μ2, μ3} is,
up to permutation, one of the triplets given in the assertion (1).
Then A is contained in a polynomial ring as a β-subalgebra (cf. Theorem 3.7).
In order to obtain these results, we consider an affine hypersurface Spitp2tpz
in Al=Spec(k[xl9 x2, #3]) defined by an equation
x£ι+xfa+xfa = 0 with pl9 ρ?, p3^2 ,
and also a complete intersection Σpltp2tp3tp4 in Aί=Sptc(k[xl9 x29 xs> #J) defined
by equations
#ii+*§*+#§3=0 and α*ίι+Λ$2+χj4 = 0
with pl9p2,p3,p^2 and a^k— {0, 1}. Indeed, we have to compute κ(S*ltp2tp^9
where S*ltp2tp^=Spitp2tpz—(0), and determine when there exists a dominant
morphism from Al to *S$lA§ί8 or *S$ltp2tpΛtp4:='ΣpίtP2tp9tp4—(Q) (cf. Theorems 2.8
and 2.15).
The terminology and the notations in this article conform to the use in the
previous paper [7] and the general current practice. We shall list up the notations
in frequent use.
Al: the affine space of dimension r defined over k
Prk: the projective space of dimension r defined over k\
κ(X): the logarithmic Kodaira dimension of a nonsingular algebraic
variety X\
A*\ the multiplicative group consisting of the invertible elements of A\
(al9 ••-, an) (or G.C.D. (al9 •••, an))ι the greatest common divisor of positive
integers Λ!, •-,*,;
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L.C.M. (aly , an) : the least common multiple of positive integers aly 9an]
{βι> "•> a
n
} '• an w-tuple of integers;
D> — 'D' ': a divisor D is linearly equivalent to a divisor D' \
For a dominant morphism π: X-*C and a point P of C, τr*P denotes the
(scheme-theoretic) complete inverse image, and π~\P) denotes the set-theoretic
inverse image.
1. A Diophantine equation, I
1.1. Let R:=k[uly - yur] be a polynomial ring of dimension r over k. Let
us consider a Diophantine equation in (m+w)-variables,
where m, ri^Λ. and α/s and δ/s are integers larger than 1, and look for its solu-
tions in R. A solution {#,=/,, yj=gj\ lίίi^ m, l^j^n] is called a constant
solution if /, e& and gj^k for every / and every j. Otherwise, it is called a non-
constant solution.
1.2. We shall prove the following
Theorem. A non-constant solution of the equation (1) in R has one of the
following forms'.
(1) χ{= Q for some l<*i:^m, y^c^kfor every l^j<^ny where c\ι cbnH =
-1;
(2) Jy— 0 for some l^j^n, and xi=ci^k for every l^i^m, where
The proof will be given in the paragraph 1.3.
1.3. Let {χ~fi9 yj=gj} be a non-constant solution such that/,φ&
for some i and j. By reducing the number of variables in the equation (1) if
necessary, we may assume that/ tφ^ and gj&k for every l^i^m and every
On the other hand, we may assume that R is a polynomial ring in one
variable u. In effect, let 7ι(w), ••-, 7
r
(u) be sufficiently general polynomials in
k[u]9 and let φi\ =/i(Ύι(tf), -, Ύr(«)) and ψy: =g.(>γ1(u)9 -, <γ,(u)). Then
{xi=φh y.=^>fy^ is a non-constant solution of the equation (1) in k[u] such that
φ&k and -^r^k for every 1^/^m and every l ^ j^n. Such polynomials
YiO*), •••, 7r(w) eχist because k is an infinite field. If we can show the non-
existence of such a solution in k\u\9 it implies the non-existence of a non-con-
stant solution of (1) in'jR such that/ φβ and £y$Λ for some i andj. Thus, we
may assume that R=k\u[.
By replacing again the equation (1) by an equation of the same kind in more
unknowns if necessary, we may assume that /,—£,(#—#,) and gj=dj(uj—βj)ί
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where ci9 ah djy βj<=ky and α. Φαί, β/Φβ' whenever i Φi' and Φ/. Finally,
we obtain a relation in a variable M,
c(u-a1)a^-(u-aJ--d(u-β1)b^(u-βnY" = 1, ............ (2)
where c, d^k*. We shall show that such identity in w is impossible.
Note that every αt is distinct from βί9 -•> βn and every βj is distinct from
#ι> " ,α
m
. By differentiating both hand sides of the equation (2) in u, we
obtain a relation,
. . . . . . . . . (3)
U = 1M— #,' / = ! U = l tt— y y
Note that we have
=ι ω—
Since fl, ^ 2 and έ/2^2 by assumption, the relation (3) implies that
w
is divisible by Π (u— α
z
 ). Hence we obtain m^n— 1. Similarly, we have
ί = l
n^m— 1. This is a contradiction. Therefore, we have shown that if {#,•=/,-,
yj=gj} is a non-constant solution of the equation (1), then either /^^ for every
l^i^m or gjξΞ k for every 1 ^ j^ n.
Suppose that the first case takes place, i.e., /—c^k for every l^i<^m.
Then gj&k for some j. If Π £?''Φ1, then ;^ would be a unit in R; this is a
m
contradiction. Hence Π^?/=l, and^. =0 for somej. The other case can be
» = 1
treated in a similar way. Q.E.D.
2. A Diophantine equation, II
2.1. In this section, we shall consider a Diophantine equation
*{ι+*f«+*ί» = 0 , .................. (4)
where/)!, p2 and/>3 are integers larger than 1, and look for non-constant solu-
tions in R:=k[uly •••, u~\. Let Spltp2tp9 be the affine hypersurface in Al : =
Spec(A[^, x2, x3]) defined by the equation (4), and let S*Pitp2tp9: = Spίtp2tpΛ—(Q),
where (0) is the point (0, 0, 0). When there is no fear of confusion, we denote
Spltp2tp3 and S^ίtp2tp3 simply by S and S*, respectively. It is easy to see that S
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is a normal surface with the unique singular point (0). The resolution of singu-
larity of S at the point (0) is completely understood (cf. Orlik-Wagreich [10]).
We recall some of the results which we need in our subsequent arguments.
2.2. Let G
m
 be the multiplicative group scheme defined over k. We need the
following:
Lemma. Let X be a nonsingular quasi-projective surface with an effective
separated G
m
-acΐion. Assume that X has no fixed points. Let Y:=X/G
m
 be the
quotient variety and let π: X-*Y be the canonical projection. Then we have:
(1) Y is a nonsingular curve
(2) π~1(y)^A1^ for every point y^Y, where A* is the affine line A\ with
one point deleted off]
(3) π*y is a multiple fiber with multiplicity μ if and only if the stabilizer
group σ
x
 is a cyclic group of order μ for a point x in π~\y).
Proof. Let x be a point of X. By virtue of Sumihiro [11 Cor. 2], there
exists a G
w
-stable affine open neighborhood ?7: = Spec(^4) of x. Let B be the
subalgebra of G
m
-invariants in A. Then Z7: = Spec(JB) is an affine open nei-
phborhood of y:=π(x). Since A is regular, B is normal. Hence Y is a non-
singular curve. It is known by the theory of quotient varieties with respect to
reductive group actions (e.g., Mumford [9; Chap. 1]) that π~l(y) consists of a
single orbit under the stated assumption. Hence the assertion (2) holds.
Consider a G
w
-equivariant completion X—*Z, where we may assume that Z
is a nonsingular projective surface (cf. Sumihiro [11]). Let O(x) be the orbit
through x, and let C be the closure of O(x) in Z. Then C contains a fixed point
z. We can find a system of local coordinates (uy v) at z such that w=0 defines
a branch of C through z and the induced G
w
-action on the tangent space Tz z is
normalized as t(ξy ^^(fξ, tβη), where t^k*, a and β are integers and ξ=djdu
and 97—9/9^. Replacing the G
w
-action (£, z)\->*z on Z by a G
w
-action (/, #)ι—^"^
and interchanging the roles of u and v if necessary, we may assume that /3>0.
Since OZtZ^k[[u, v]]y a and β are prime to each other; if α=0 then β=l. Let
y;=π(x). Then OytY^k[[tfv~*]]t and the orbit O(x) is defined by u—Q in a
neighborhood of z. Hence the multiplicity of π*y is β, and the stabilizer group
of a point (hence of the point x) of the orbit O(x) is Z\βZ. Hence the assertion
(3) holds true. Q.E.D.
2.3. Let pl9 p2 and p3 be the same as for the equation (4). Let d:=L.C.M.(ply
p2, p3) and define the integers q{ (l^/^3) by d=piqi. The group scheme Gm
acts effectively on S^itp2tpB by
t(Xι, X2, #3) = (*X> *X, ZX)
Then S*PltP2tP9 has no fixed points. Let C: =S*jGm and let π: S*-*C be the
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canonical projection. Then we have:
Lemma. ( 1 ) The genus g of C is given by
d2 d
(2) π has no multiple fibers but possibly ^ &' fibers with multiplicity (q±, <?2),
?1?2
-^-SU fibers with multiplicity (q2y q3) and ^3> ^  fibers with multiplicity (q3, q^.
Ml Ml
Proof. (1) Let T be the hypersurface in Al : = Spec (k[yl , y2, y3]) defined
by yί+yd2+yί = Q, and let Γ*: = Γ— (0). Let Φ: Γ*->S* be the morphism
defined by (xly xz, x3)\-*(yfr, yl*,yl*) Let Gm act on Γ* via fCVi^ΛHΦΊ*
ty2, ty3). Then Φ is a Gw-equivariant morphism. Let D: = Γ*/GW. Then
Φ induces a surjective morphism φ: D—*C such that π Φ=φ π', where π':
Γ*-^D is the canonical quotient morphism. Then it is easy to show that
degφ=q1q2q3 and the morphism φ ramifies at d points (on D) with ramification
index q3(ql9 q2), at d points with ramification index q2(q3, <?ι) and at d points with
ramification index qι(q2, q3). Since D has genus — (d—l)(d—2), the genus g of
C is obtained by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula applied to φ: D-+C. The
assertion (2) can be verified by means of Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D.
2.4. Let/),- (l^e'^4) be integers larger than 1. Let Σpltp2tp3tp4 be the surface
in Ak = Spec(k[xl9 x2, x3y x4]) defined by equations,
^{14-^2+^3 = 0 and axti+oefa+xfc = 0 ,
where α<Ξ&— {0, 1}. Let ^Pltp2tp3tp4:=^pltp2^tp4—(0)j we denote these objects
by 2 and Σ* if there is no fear of confusion. Then Σ* is a nonsingular surface
with an effective action of the group scheme G
m
 defined by
t(xl9 x2, x3y x4) = (tgwl9 tq*x2, ίX, i 4^) ,
where the integers q{ (1 ^ ί ^4) are defined by
d = pa (l^i ^4) and d - L.C.M. (plt p2, p3, p4) .
The G
w
-action on Σ* given above has no fixed points. Let C:=^*/G
m
 and
let TT: Σ*->C be the canonical quotient morphism. We have the following:
Lemma. ( 1 ) The genus g of C is given by the formula :
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(2) π has no multiple fibers but possibly ^?1> g2> q^ fibers with multiplicity
(?1, q2y ?3), <*2(?ι> ft, ft) fibers wίth multiplicity (ft, ?2, ft), ^ fa' q*> ^  fibers with
"
multiplicity (ft, q3, q4) and βfrers with multiplicity (q2, q3, q4).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3.
2.5. As an application of Lemma 2.4, we have the following examples:
{j>\jp2>P*>Pύ
{2,2,2,2*}
{2,2,2,25+1}
{2,2,3,3}
{2, 2, 3, 4}
{2,2,3,5}
g^/GJ
1
0
2
0
0
multiple fibers of π: Σ*-* C:=Σ*/<2,»
4 fibers with multiplicity s
4 fibers with multiplicity 2s +1
no multiple fibers
2 fibers with multiplicity 2
4 fibers with multiplicity 3
2 fibers with multiplicity 5
2 fibers with multiplicity 3
2.6. From this paragraph on up to 2.14, we shall retain the notations of 2.1.
Let pί:=pι/(q2y ft), Prϊ =Pι\(<L\, 2s) and P*:=P*l(<liι ft); pi (1^*'^3) are integers
because, for example, d=p1q1 and (ft, (q2, q3))=l imply that ^  is divisible by
(?2> ?s) As an easy application of Lemma 2.3, we know that £—0 (resp. £=1,
(resp. = l, resp.<l).resp. if and only if — + — + —
Pi p2 p'z
2.7. We have the following:
Lemma. Assume that and — 4- — + — = 1 . Then we have :
(1) (Pi, P» PB} = {2, 3, 6} , {2, 4, 4} or {3, 3, 3} .
(2) C: = S*/G
m
 is a nonsingular elliptic curve, and π: S*-»C has no multiple
fibers, i.e., 5* is an A*-bundle over C.
(3) Letb:=d/qιq2q3. Then ft= 1 , 2, 3 for {pί9 p2> p3} = {2, 3, 6} , {2, 4, 4}
and {3, 3, 3}, respectively. There exists an invertible sheaf -C of degree b over C
such that the ruled surface V:=Proj(O
c
®£) over C with the zero section M0 and
the infinity section M^ deleted off is ίsomorphίc to 5*.
(4) «(S*)=0.
Proof. (1) follows from a well-known straightforward computation.
(2) follows from Lemma 2.3. Since 5* is an A ^-bundle over C, S* is obtained
from a ruled surface in the way as specified in the assertion (3). Then (Mo) —
— b, (Ml)=b and (M0 Mββ)=0. The number i:=deg-£ is equal to
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because MQ is the unique exceptional curve which arises from the minimal re-
solution of singularity of the point (0, 0, 0) of S (cf. Orlik-Wagreich [10]).
Note that the canonical divisor K
v
 of V is linearly equivalent to —M0—M*,.
The boundary divisor of S* in V is D:=M0+M^. Hence D+KV~0. There-
fore, we have *(*$*)=0. Q.E.D.
2.8. We shall prove
Theorem (cf. litaka [4]). *S"J>lfi2fia has the logarithmic Kodaίra dimension
jc(S*p j *)= —oo, 0, 1 according as — + — +—>1, =1, <1, respectively.
19
 ' Pi P2 PB
The proof will be given in the paragraphs 2.9~2.11.
2.9. Let V be a nonsingular projective surface with a. surjective morphism
φ: V-*C: = S*IG
m
 satisfying the following conditions:
(i) V contains S*p )P2>P3 as a dense open set, and φ\s*=π: 5*->C;
(ii) V—S* contains no exceptional curves of the first kind which are
contained in fibers of φ.
It is clear that general fibers of φ are isomorphic to P\. The resolution of
singularity of Sp tp2fp3 at the unique singular point (0)=(0, 0, 0) is described in
detail in Orlik-Wagreich [10]. We recall some of the necessary results. The
morphism π: *S'*-»C has multiple fibers if one of (ql9 q2)9 (q29 ?3) and (q39 qj is
larger than 1. If (ql9 q2)>l, there are d(ql9 q2)/qιq2 fibers of multiplicity (ql9 q2)
(cf. Lemma 2.3). For a multiple fiber F of multiplicity (ql9 q2)9 set a:=(qι9 q2)
and determine an integer β uniquely by the condition that ?3/5= 1 (mod a) and
0</9<α. Define positive integers bl9 •••, bs^2 by writing a/(a—β) in the
form of a continued fraction
a 1
a-β
which we write in the form a/(a—β)=[bl9 9bs]. For multiple fibers of
multiplicity (q29 q3) or (ql9 q3)y we determine the corresponding integers α, /?,
bl9 - ,bs etc. Let N be the number of the multiple fibers of π. Let
Ϊ1Ϊ2Ϊ3
where {αf , /3;} ranges over all pairs of integers which are determined for all
multiple fibers of π in the above-mentioned fashion. Let g be the genus of C.
Then the dual graph of the exceptional curves which arise from the resolution
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of singularity of the point (0) of Spitp2tp3 has a vertex with weight —b—N (corre-
sponding to a nonsingular curve of genus g) and has N branches, each of which
is a linear chain of nonsingular rational curves as exhibited in the following
figure:
-b-N
genus g
2.10. The fibration φ: V-+C has two cross-sections M'Q and M^ and N
singular fibers Φ^ •••, ΦN such that:
(i) Mi and Ml are nonsingular curves of genus g; (Mo2) — — b—N and
(ML2)=b;
(ii) Let Φ be a singular fiber of φ\ then ΦΠ S*=aF with F^A*, i.e., a
multiple fiber of multiplicity α>l the component F of Φ (=the closure of F
in V) is connected to the cross-section M'Q by s components as exhibited in
By assumption, Φ—F contains no exceptional curves of the first kind. Hence
F is the unique exceptional curve of the first kind contained in the singular fiber
Φ. Then it is easily ascertained that the dual graph of the fiber Φ is a linear
chain. It looks like the one given in Miyanishi [6; p. 95]. To fix the nota-
tions, we represent it in the next page. The upper half of the chain between
EQ and E(a, ma) (with E(a, ma) excluded) corresponds to the chain
—b
s
 —δ,-ι — ft; -
Hence we have —^—= [bl9 •••, ij
α—/β
I, 2, ,2, m3+2, 2, .-., 2, ίfi^+2, Z^ sJZ] if a is even
m2—1 ma—1
2, 2, •••, 2,.w
β
_2+2, 2, •••, 2, wβ+l] if a is odd .
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(1) a: even (2) a: odd
-(wi-fl) 9 £0 -0»rfl) EO
-2 I £(2,1)
1
J : m2—l-<
-2
-(m3+2)
-2
-2 <
Wα-l + 2) (
-2
-2
-1
-(«.+!)
-2
-2
w
β
-2+2)
-2
-2
-(f»2+2)
-2
> £(2,w2-l)
[ -2 £(2,1)
—2
» £(2,m2) -(^3+2)
> *(4fl) ~2
-2 c
» E(a-2,m
a
-2) -(ma-2+2) c
' £(«,!)
*M 1^
Λf
β
-! — 1
) E(aima — V)
-2 (
-2
^ E(a,m
a
):=F ~(m
a
+l)
• £(«-!,«.-!) -1
in
 a
 — 1
» £(a-l,l)
-2
-2
> £(α-3,m
β
_3) -(wβ-ι + 2)
-2
, £(3,1) -2
» £(l,mι) -(m2+2)
, £(1,^-1)
m! — 1-
-2 A £(1,1)
r -2
> £(2,m2-l)
£(2,m2)
' £(4,1)
, £(β-3,iff
β
-3)
> £(«-!,!)
, £(^-1,^-!-!)
. £(^-1,^ ^-!)
• E(a,m
a
):=F
> £(α,w
β
-l)
> £(β,l)
. E(a-2,m
a
-2)
. £(3,1)
, £(!,»!!)
> £(i,^ι-υ
-2 1 £(1,1)
Note that a is the multiplicity of F in the fiber Φ. This is clear because
φ n S* = αF. We can check this fact as follows. The multiplicity μ(i,j)
(l^i^a; l^j^nif) of the component E(i, j ) in Φ is given by the function
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μ(i, j) defined inductively by:
μ(Q, Wo): = 1, μ(lj) =j for l^j^m^
2
ί
 ra, _2) for
flif -ι for
On the other hand, the integer a is regained by the method as indicated in the
appendix of [10; p. 76] from the above development of a/(a—β) into a con-
tinued fraction.
2.11. Note that V— 5* consists of nonsingular components crossing normally.
It is also easy to see that there exists a unique contraction σ\ V->V^ where
(i) φQ: VQ-*C is a relatively minimal ruled surface;
(ii) Let MQ: = σ*M'0 and M^.^σ^M^ Then (M§)= -(b+N) and
(Ml)=b+N.
The canonical divisor KVo is given by
KV() -- M.-M^+φ^Kc) and ^L~M0+<?*(δ) ,
where K
c
 is the canonical divisor of C and δ is a divisor on C with deg(δ)=
b+N. In effect, V^ Proj((3
c
φ(5
c
(δ)), and M0 and M^ correspond to the zero
section and the infinite section of F0, respectively.
Each irreducible component E(i,j) of the singular fiber has the contribution
k(i, j) in the canonical divisor K
v
 determined inductively as follows :
A(0, mQ): = 0, *(!,» =j for
ft(ί, 1) = k(i-ly ifiί.ι)+A(i-2, w£.2)+l for
for
On the other hand, E(i,j) has multiplicity n(i,j) in σ-*(M00), which is
determined by
w(0, TWO): == 0, n(l,j) = 1 for l^j^^ ,
2y m^) for
.i for 1 <
Let Z) be the reduced effective divisor such that Supp(D)=V— 5*. Then
it is straightforward to show that the coefficient v ( i y j ) of E(i,j) in D-\-Kv— Φ
is given by,
0 i f (
(-1 if (»,;•) = («,
Therefore we have:
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' =ι a
where αt is the multiplicity of Ft in Φf . Let
Note that α, has one of the values (ft, q2), (q2, q3) and (j3l ft) (cf. 2.9) and that
^4 is, in effect, equal to
Σ l -
where π*(P)=aPFP with .FP^A*. Then we can calculate A as follows:
=
 d(ql9 q2) d(q2, g3) %3, ft) _ J(ft , g2) .
(?1
— 2
We have clearly κ(S*)=l if ^4>0, because Z)+^F is linearly equivalent to a
divisor supported by fibers and the components contained in fibers of φ. If
A=0 we have «(5*)=0 (cf. 2.7). If A<0, i.e., 1<JL + J. + JL,
 we
 have the
Pi p2 Ps
following under an additional assumption 2^p1^p2^p3' {pu p2, p$} = {2, 2, n}
(n^2), {2, 3, 3}, {2, 3, 4} or {2, 3, 5}. In each of the above four cases for
A<0, the foregoing arguments of evaluating D+KV shows that /c(S*)= — oo;
note that if yl<0 then £=0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8.
2.12. If — 4- — ' + — >1, the surface Sp p p is the quotient variety of Al with
Pi p2 PB
respect to a linear action of a Kleinian subgroup G of GL(2, k) (cf. Brieskorn [1]).
In effect, G acts freely on .4J— (0). Hence there exists an etale finite morphism
p: Al—(0)->S*, and Al—(0) is algebraically simply connected.
Suppose that the ground field k is the field C of complex numbers. Let
U be the universal covering space of S*lfp2tp3 Then it is known
(
*
}
 that:
C*) This was communicated by Dr. A. Fujiki.
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ι<JL+JL+_L
Pl P2 Pz
ι=_L+ JL+-L
where D is a unit disc.
2.13. For later use, we shall prove:
Lemma. Suppose that fc(S\tp2fp3)>0 and CβjpJ. Γforc TT: S*-*Chas
three or more multiple fibers.
Proof. We have the inequalities,
Pl P2 P3
(cf. 2.6 and 2.8). Hence it is impossible that (ft, ft)— (ft, ?ι)=(?ι, ft)=l If
(fe <?3)>1> (?3> ϊi)^! and (?ι, ?2)>1> ^ nas three or more multiple fibers. We
shall consider the cases where one or two of (q2, ft), (ft, ft) and (ft, ft) equal 1.
Assume first that (ft, ?3)=1, (ft, ft)>l and (ft, ft)>l. Suppose that d(q3ί ft)/ftft
= %n ^2)/ftft^ I- Then ?3=Λ(?ι> ?a) and ?2=ίι(?ι, ?2). Hence (ft, ft) is
divisible by ^  Since pι>I> this contradicts the assumption that (ft, ft)=l.
Hence %3»gι)>ι or %ι>?2)>1 Thug ^ hag three Qr more multiple fibers
Consider next the case where (ft, ft)=(ft, ft)^! and (ft, ft)>l. Then the
above inequalities imply that (ft, ft)>/>3. Hence ft(ft, ft)>ί/, and
"~ ?2 ftft
However, since (ft, ft) — 1, d is divisible by ftft. This is a contradiction. Thus
this case does not occur. The other cases can be treated in a similar fashion.
Q.E.D.
2.14. We shall prove the following:
Theorem. (1) If — -f — 4- — ^ 1, then there are no non-constant mor-
Pι p2 PB
phίsms from Ark to S^itp2tp3.
(2) If — 4- — + — >1, then there are dominant morphisms from Al to S^j,
 PZ p .
Pi p2 Pz lt
Proof. (1) If — 4- — + — =1, *S* is an A^-bundle over a nonsingular
Pl P2 P3
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elliptic curve C. Thus, if /: Al -> *S* is a non-constant morphism, f(Al) is
contained in a fiber of π, which is isomorphic to A%. This is impossible. So,
we may assume that — + — + —<!, i.e., *(S*)>0. Let/: Ark-*S* be a non-
Pi P? Ps
constant morphism if such a morphism exists at all. If /is dominant, we may
assume without loss of generality that r=2. Then we have
-oo =ϊc(A2k)^ϊc(S*)= 1,
which is impossible. Hence f(Al] is a rational curve with at most one place at
infinity, and f(AΪ) is not contained in any fiber of π. Thus we have a dominant
morphism
ψ: = *•/: Aί-+S*-+C.
Hence C is isomorphic to P\y and ^(Aΐ) is isomorphic to Al or Pi. Consider
first the case where ty(Ark)^Alk. By 2.13, there exist points P, Q of C such
that P, Q^ty(Ak) and that ττ*P and π*Q are multiple fibers of multiplicity μ
and z>, respectively. Choose an inhomogeneous coordinate t of Al such that P
and Q are defined by t=0 and ί=l, respectively. Then there exist non-con-
stant polynomials £ and h in R: =k[ul9 •••, wr] such that ψ*(t)=gμ and ψ*(£— 1)
=λ
v
. This implies that {# =£, J— h} is a solution of the Diophantine equation
This contradicts Theorem 1.2. Consider next the case where ψ(Ak)^Pl In
order to prove, by reductίo ad absurdum, .the non-existence of such a non-con-
stant morphism as ψ, we may assume, by embedding the ground field k into the
field C of complex numbers in a suitable way, that k=C. Restricting ψ onto a
suitable line AC in Ar
c
, we may assume that r=l. Then the Nevanlinna theory
(cf. Hayman [3]) implies that
where ΛΓ is the number of multiple fibers of π and ate are multiplicities. The
left-hand side of the above inequality is, in effect, equal to A in 2.11. Hence
we have — + — + — Ξ>1. This is a contradiction. Thus there are no non-
Pl P2 P3
constant morphisms/: Al—*S* provided £(*S*)^0.
(2) We may assume that p^p2^p3. Then {pι,p2,p^ is one of the following
triplets: {2, 2, n} (n^2), {2, 3, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}. Except in the case
where {pl9 p2, p3} = {2, 3, 5}, one can easily find a solution {Λ?I=/I, %2=f2, #3=/3}
of the equation
= 0
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in a polynomial ring R: = k[u1, •••, ur] such that the subvarieties {/t =0} (1 fS*<^3)
have no common points in Al and that trans. degkk(fl9 /2, fs)=2. Then the
assignment xi\-^fi (I fgz^S 3) gives rise to a dominant morphism /: Ark-*S*.
For example, if {ply p2, p3} = {2, 2, 2} , such a solution is given by
l _ - - ? 2 ___ 3 __ _ >
where f , 77 are polynomials in R such that {£ =0} and {^=0} have no common
points in Aί and that trans. degkk(ξ, η)=2. The case where ίpl9 p2, p^} = {2,
3, 5} seems more subtle. (*} We look for a dominant morphism /: ^i|->5*.
Since Al is algebraically simply connected, such a morphism / (if it exists at all)
is factored by a dominant morphism /: Al—>Al — (Q) such that/— p /(cf. 2.12).
Conversely, if a dominant morphism /is given,/: — p / is a required dominant
morphism. Hence we have only to find a dominant morphism /: Al-+Al—(0).
Such a morphism / exists because a dominant morphism /: Al-*S$
ι2t2 pro-
vides one. Note that this argument works also for the other cases. Q.E.D.
2.15. We shall prove :
Theorem. Let Σ*lf j2>£3tj4 fe ίλ£ nonsingular surface defined in 2.4. Assume
that {pi, p2j p3> P*} w o/ze o/ zΛe following quadruplets: {2, 2, 2, 2s+l| ($2^1),
{2, 2, 3, 4} , {2, 2, 3, 5} , i.e., those in the examples in 2.5 with g(Σ*IG
m
)=Q. Then
there are no non-constant morphίsms from Al to Σ*lt/>2>/>3>/»4.
Proof. We only consider the case where {pl9 p2y p& pΛ} = {2, 2, 2, 3} . The
other cases can be treated in a similar fashion. Suppose that/: .A£— >Σ* is a
non-constant morphism. With the notations of 2.4, C is then isomorphic to
P\. Let ψ :=τr /. Then ^(Aί) is isomorphic to ^  or P\. The case where
Λjr(Aί)^Al is impossible because TT has four multiple fibers of multiplicity 3
(cf. 2.5 and the proof of Theorem 2.14). Hence ψ(Ark)e*Pl Let 3.F.. (l^i
^4) be the multiple fibers of π. Then /*(Ff) is defined by/=0 with/ ίejR:=
k[u
ίy •••, Mr], Since 3ί11^ ^3-F2/^/3ί13, for example, we have a relation
/i=/i+i/f, where
Since /*(Fj) Γif*(F2) Γ\f*(F3)=φ, we can define a non-constant morphism
g: Al -
by
 <§Γ*( ^ ι)=rft1/3/ι» <§r*(ΛJ2):=/2 and <§r*(Λ!3)I=~ /3 This is impossible because
Sf
ι
3>3/Gm is an elliptic curve. Q.E.D.
c*) For the following argument, the author owes Dr. A. Fujiki.
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3. Regular subrings in a polynomial ring
3.1. Let A be a finitely generated, two-dimensional, regular ^-algebra con-
tained in a polynomial ring R\— k[ul9 ••-, ur] of dimension r. Let -X":=Spec(^4)
and let Ak'. = Spec(R). Then the inclusion A^>R gives rise to a dominant
morphism/: Ark~>X. By restricting / onto a linear plane L in Al which meets
general fibers of / in finitely many points, we have a dominant morphism
fL: L^Al-^X. This implies that A is a Λ-subalgebra of the two-dimensional
polynomial ring. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that r=2.
Since/: A2k-*X\§ genetically finite, we have /e(X)= — oo, which follows
from the inequality of logarithmic Kodaira dimensions,
This implies that X contains a cylinderlike open set U^U0XAk, where U0 is an
affine curve (cf. Miyanishi-Sugie [8]; Fujita [2]). The projection p: U-*U0 is
induced from a dominant morphism p: X-*Pl, where Z70 is an open set of P\.
Then ρ(X)^A\ or ρ(X)=P\. Indeed, if P\—ρ(X) consists of more than one
point, we may write p( X ) = Spec (k[t, A(ί)"1]), where t is an inhomogeneous
coordinate of Pi and h(t)^k[t]— k\ then k[t, h(t)~l] is a &-subalgebra of A (and,
hence, of k[ul9 u^)\ this contradicts the fact that A*=k*.
Summing up, we have the following:
Lemma. Let X:=Spec(A) be a nonsingular affine surface. Then A is
contained in a polynomial ring as a k-subalgebra if and only if there exists a domi-
nant morphism f: A2k-+X. In this casey we have:
(1) A*=k*\
(2) There exists an Al-fibration p: X-*Y, where Ύ ^ A\or P\\
(3) Every fiber of p is supported by a disjoint union of irreducible curves, each
of which is isomorphic to A\.
For the last assertion, see Miyanishi [7].
3.2. A fiber p*(P) of p is a singular fiber if either ρ~\P) is reducible or p*(P)
j
is irreducible and non-reduced. Write p*(P) — ]>] ^ C,-, where C^Al and
»=1
ni>0. p*(P) is called a singular fiber of the first kind if s^>2 and n{= 1 for some
/; p*(P) is called a singular fiber of the second kind if n ^ 2 for every i. Let
μ: = G.C.D. (nl9 •••, ns). If μ>l, the fiber p*(P) is called a multiple fiber and μ
is called the multiplicity.
3.3. We shall prove:
Theorem. Let X: — Spec (A) be a nonsingular surface with an Al-fibration
p: X->Yy where Y ^ A\. Then A is contained in a polynomial ring as a k-sub-
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algebra if and only if p has at most one singular fiber of the second kind.
Proof. (I) Let/: Al-*X be a dominant morphism. Then note that
ρ f(Al)= Y. Suppose that p has two singular fibers of the second kind p*(P)
and p*(£>). Then/*p*(P) and/*p*(0 are defined by the equations
tfi- £:-=<) and A}ι Aί" = 0
respectively, where gl9 "^gm and hly •••,/*„ are non-constant polynomials in
k[u
ί9 u2] and where a^2 (l<*i^m) and b^2 (l<^j <^ri). We may choose an
inhomogeneous coordinate t of Y: — Spec (&[/]) in such a way that the points P
and Q are defined by £—0 and £— 1, respectively. Then we have a relation
This is impossible by virtue of Theorem 1.2. Therefore p has at most one
singular fiber of the second kind provided A is contained in a polynomial ring
as a A-subalgebra.
(II) We shall prove the "if" part of the theorem. Let ρ*(P)=Σ**A be a
ί = l
singular fiber of the first kind. We shall show that after replacing X by a
suitable affine open set with an ^-fibration similar to that for X, p*(P) can be
assumed to be an irreducible and reduced fiber. For this purpose, embed X
into a nonsingular projective surface V as a dense open set. Then V — X
consists only of components of codimension 1. Since X is affine, there exists
an effective ample divisor D on V such that Supp(D)=F — X. For p*(P)=
g
2 WfCi, suppose that n^=\. Then there exists an ample divisor D' on V such
»=1
that Supp(D')=(V-X)\J (jC, , where C, is the closure of C, in V. Replace
i = 2
jf by X':=X — Supp(Dr). Then j?' is an affine open set of X and p': = p\
x
r.
X'-^>Ύ is an ^-fibration over Y for which the fiber p*'(P) is irreducible and
reduced.
Performing this operation to all singular fibers of the first kind of p, we
may assume that p has no singular fibers of the first kind. Let p*(P) denote
anew a singular fiber of the second kind if such a fiber exists at all. If p*(P) is
reducible, we may delete all irreducible components but one by replacing X by
a smallar affine open set with an ^-fibration over Y similar to that for X.
Hence we may assume that p*(P) is an irreducible multiple fiber, i.e., ρ*(P)=nC
with C^Al and n^2.
Write y: = Spec(A[ί]), and assume that the point P is defined by f=0.
Let Z: = Spec(&[τ])-»y be the morphism defined by t=τn, which is a finite
covering ramifying totally over P. Let W be the normalization of XxZ.
Then W is a nonsingular affine surface, and the canonical surjective morphism
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σ\ W-*Z is an ^-fibration over Z. This can be seen as follows. Let x be a
point of X lying over the point P, and find a system of local coordinates (£, -η)
around x such that the curve C is defined by ξ=0. Then we have a relation
ξ
n
— at, where a is a unit in O
Λ tX. Then £/τ is regular at every point # of W
lying over #. Analytically, W around # is defined as a hypersurface (ξ/τ)n=a
in the (£/τ, r, ^J-space. By the Jacobian criterion of smoothness, W is non-
singular at every point X lying over x. It is easy to see that W is nonsingular
at every point of W lying over X—ρ~l(P). Hence W is nonsingular. By con-
struction, general fibers of σ are isomorphic to A\. Let Pbe the point of Z
lying over P. Every fiber of σ except the fiber σ*P is irreducible and reduced,
while σ*P is reduced and reducible with n irreducible components. Let W be
an affine open set of W obtained by deleting all components of σ*P except one.
Then σ':=σ\W'\ W-+Z is an ^ -bundle over Z^A\, whence W is isomorphic
to Al (cf. Kambayashi-Miyanishi [5]). Let / be the composite of the natural
morphisms
Since / is apparently a dominant morphism, A is contained in a polynomial ring
as a Λ-subalgebra. Q.E.D.
3.4. Corollary. Let X be a nonsingular affine surface which satisfies the con-
dition in Theorem 3.3. Then the torsion part Pic(X)toI of the Picard group of X
is a cyclic group.
Proof. Let p: X->Ybe the ^-fibration as in Theorem 3.3. Let p*P,
(O^i^m) exhaust all singular fibers of p; if there exists a singular fiber of the
second kind, we let p*P0 denote it. Write p*P,= Σ
 nijCij> where Cii&*A\
lS*S»f
and ttt y>0. Then, since Ys^Al, the Picard group Pic(Jf) of X is an abelian
group with the following generators and relations:
Si} and Σ », y&y = 0 for O
ι&£*i
m
It is then clear that Pic(-X)^Π G, , where G, is an abelian group with generators
»=o
and relations given as above with / fixed and with l^j^ίf . Since (nil9 •••, nis.)
= 1 for ί ^ 1 by assumption, we have Gt ^ Z
Θ(s
» ~
1)
. Let μ=(%> •• ,ΛO,O). Then
'*-
l\ Hence we have Pic(^)tor ^Z\μZ. Q.E.D.
3.5. We shall prove:
Theorem. Le£ X:=Spec(A) be a nonsingular affine surface with an Al-
fibratίon p: Jf->Y, α /itfrtf F^P^. Assume that A is contained in a polynomial
ring as a k-subalgebra. Then thefibratίon p has at most three multiple fibers. If
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p has three multiple fibers, their multiplicities {μly μ^Γμ^\ are given, up to permuta-
tion, by one of the following triplets: {2, 2, n} (n^2), {2, 3, 3}, {2, 3, 4} and
{2,3,5}.
Proof. Suppose that p has three or more multiple fibers. Let p*P,:
=..^
ί
ί
1
l (l^ί^S) be a multiple fiber of multiplicity μ, >l. Let./:-4j: =
Spec (&[«!, ι/J)-».AΓbe a dominant morphism as in 3.1. Then ρ f(Al)^Al or
p./(^f)== Y if
 p.f(Al)^Ak, we may assume that Plf P2ep /(A*) However,
this assumption leads to a contradiction by the argument in the step (I) of the
proof of Theorem 3.3. Hence
 p.f(Al)=Y. Then/*F, (l^i^3) is defined
by an equation/,— 0, where /• is a non-constant polynomial in k\ult w2] Since
(linear equivalence), we have
where #, 6e&*. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a^= A= — 1.
Namely, we have a relation
7fι+/r»+/?' = o .
Note that f*(Fi)Γ\f*(Fj) — φ whenever / Φ j . The assignment #,-*-»/,• defines
a non-constant morphism
ψ: Aϊ -> S
Hence {^ ^ μ2, μ^} is, up to permutation, one of the following triplets : {2, 2, n}
(fl^2), {2, 3, 3}, {2, 3, 4} and {2, 3, 5} (cf. 2.14).
Suppose that p has four multiple fibers /c^P,— μ,,/'1, with multiplicity μt
(I<^':g4). Let/*jFt be defined by /, =0, where/, is a non-constant polynomial
in &[#!, «2] Then we obtain relations of the following form:
?» - 0
f^ - 0 ,
where a^k— {0, 1} . In view of the above observations on possible multiplici-
ties of three multiple fibers of p, we know that {μly μ2, μ3, μ,4} is, up to permuta-
tion, one of the following quadruplets: {2, 2, 2, n} (n^2)y {2, 2, 3, 3}, {2, 2, 3,
4} and (2, 2, 3, 5} . The induced relations provide a non-constant morphism
This is impossible by 2.5 and 2.15. Q.E.D.
3.6. Corollary. Let X be the same surface as in 3.5. Then Pic(X)toτ has at
most two cyclic components. If Pίc(X\
oτ
 has two cyclic components, it is of the
form:
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Proof. An argument similar to that in Corollary 3.4.
3.7. We shall prove:
Theorem. Let X: — Spec(A) be a nonsingular affine surface with an Al-
fibration p : X -> Y, where Y ^  P \ . Assume that p satisfies the following conditions :
(1) p has no singular fibers of the second kind but at most three multiple fibers
with a single irreducible component \
(2) if p has three multiple fibers, the set of multiplicities {μ^ μ2, μ3} is one of
the following triplets: {2, 2, n} (rc^2), {2, 3, 3}, {2, 3, 4} and {2, 3, 5}.
Then A is contained in a polynomial ring as a k-subalgebra.
Proof. (I) By performing the same operation as we did in the second
step of the proof of Theorem 3.3, we may assume that p has no singular fibers
of the first kind. Suppose that p has at most two multiple fibers. Let P be a
point of Y such that p*P is a multiple fiber (if such a fiber exists at all), and let
X':=X— ρ~1(P). Then the nonsingular affine surface X' with an ^-fibration
p': = p\
χ
, over Y':=Y— {P} has at most one singular fiber of the second kind.
By Theorem 3.3, there exist a dominant morphism Al~* X', and hence a domi-
nant morphism Al -> X. Therefore A is contained in a polynomial ring as a
&-subalgebra.
(II) Suppose that p has three multiple fibers ρ*P, = μtFt (l^z^3) with
multiplicity //,,-. We consider first the case where {μlt μ2, μ3} = {2, 2, n} (n^2).
Let Y'-* Y be a double covering of Y which ramifies over the points P1 and P2;
then Y'ssPl Let X' be the normalization of Xx Y' and let p: X'-*Y' be
Y
the natural projection. Then X' is a nonsingular affine surface and p' is an
^-fibration over Y' (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.3). Moreover, p'*P< (i=l, 2)
is a reduced singular fiber with two irreducible components, P£ being the
unique point of Y' lying over P0 and p'*Qi (i=l, 2) is a multiple fiber of
multiplicity n with single irreducible component, Ql and Q2 being two points of
Y' lying over P3. Replacing X' by an affine open set, we may assume that ρ
r
has no singular fibers of the first kind. Let Y"— >Y' be an rc-ple covering
which ramifies totally over Q
ί
 and Q2, let X" be the normalization of X' X Y ",
and let //': X"-* Y" be the natural projection. Then X" is a nonsingular
affine surface and p" is an ^-fibration over Y"&P\. The fibration p" has two
reduced singular fibers ρ"*Q'i (i —1, 2) with w irreducible components, where
Q'i (ί=l, 2) is the unique point of Y" lying over Qf. Then, by virtue of the
step (I), there exist a dominant morphism Al-*X", and hence a dominant
morphism Al-*X. Therefore, A is contained in a polynomial ring as a Λ-sub-
algebra.
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(III) The other cases except the last one can be treated in a similar fashion,
that is, by choosing suitable multiple coverings P\-*P\ and then taking the
normalizations of the fiber products with respect to such multiple coverings.
The following diagram will indicate roughly the necessary steps:
{2, 3, 3} Πpe. ^ {2, 2, 2} -* the former case,
covering
double{2, 3, 4} * {2, 3, 3} -> the former case.
covering
(IV) In the case where {μly μ2, μ3} = {2, 3, 5}, we know by the theory of
Kleinian singularities that there exists a ramified covering r: Y'-> Y of degree
60 with 30 points over P
λ
 with ramification index 2, 20 points over P2 with
ramification index 3 and 12 points over P3 with ramification index 5, where
Y'otpl. Let X' be the normalization of XX Y' and p': X'-» Y' be the natural
r
^-fibration. Then p' has no multiple fibers of the second kind. So, we are
done. Q.E.D.
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